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The high-order mode in a fishbone waveguide accommodates the easy manipulation of group index dispersion. To minimize Fresnel reflection, group velocity mismatch can be compensated for by a casual step taper, but with low coupling efficiency. Here, we propose a mode converter to boost the coupling efficiency to in and out of the slow-light fishbone waveguide. Split, phase, and side slots in a mode converter are employed to compensate for the mode mismatch in terms of the width of the lobes, the phase offset, and the power ratio between neighboring lobes. A high coupling efficiency of $\sim 70\%$ leads to the efficient compact true-time delay required for phased array antennas.
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Fig. 1. (a) Structure of the fishbone waveguide, specified by teeth width (TW), teeth length (TL), backbone width (BW), and teeth period. (b) Band diagram of the fishbone waveguide when TL = 500 nm, a = 450 nm, and TW = 0.45s. The top and cross-sectional views of the electric-field mode profiles of bands 0, 1, and 2 are given in (c), (d), and (e), respectively.

The high-order mode in a fishbone waveguide has been studied for various areas such as nonlinear optics, optical buffers, true time delay (TTD), high-speed devices, and optical amplifiers.¹⁻⁴ Among them, the slow-light photonics crystal waveguide (PCW) has been attracting much attention because of its ultracompact footprint; however, its fabrication process is still a key issue.⁵⁻⁷ The one-dimensional (1D) silicon fishbone waveguide possesses a reasonable scattering loss and is easily fabricated at a low cost.⁸,⁹ However, the engineering implementation of the 1D silicon fishbone waveguide is limited by the inadequate dispersion of the group index and the low coupling efficiency of light in and out of the 1D silicon fishbone waveguide.¹⁰⁻¹⁴ Note that the slow light in the 1D silicon fishbone waveguide can be designed at the band edge, while the curvature of the band edge will determine the group index dispersion.¹⁵ To realize a large group dispersion increase, mode overlap with the fishbone structure is indispensable. To this end, a higher band with a higher-order mode would be preferred to enlarge the group index dispersion with a reasonable optical loss.⁷,¹¹ In contrast, owing to the poor slow-light coupling performance, such a higher band in the fishbone waveguide is rarely employed in practical applications.

The most common ways of coupling the slow light into a PCW are evanescent field generation and anti-Fresnel reflection.¹⁶⁻¹⁹ Evanescent field generation is mostly studied in the two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) PCW, while a grating layered structure along the propagation direction is required. In the case of the 1D silicon fishbone waveguide, no grating layered structure can support the evanescent field generation. Thus, the anti-Fresnel reflection method such as the use of an adiabatic or step taper is employed to improve the slow-light coupling performance.¹¹,¹⁹,²⁰ However, the adiabatic taper does not support the slow-light coupling to a higher-band fishbone waveguide owing to the existence of a band gap that is just below the desired band. Note that the anti-Fresnel reflection method such as the use of a step taper would compensate for the group velocity mismatch and hence reduce the reflection loss. However, in many higher bands with a large flexibility of the group index dispersion, mode mismatch is significant. The existing higher-order mode usually spreads across the backbone and teeth regions, with multiple lobes and $\pi$ radian phase offset between neighboring regions. Thus, mode mismatch would be very large and thus cannot be considered in the slow-light coupling except for group velocity matching.²¹

In this study, the mode mismatch effect on the slow-light coupling is first elucidated. A new slow-light coupler method based on a mode converter is then proposed to couple slow light into band 2 of the fishbone waveguide. Both mode and group velocity mismatches between strip and fishbone waveguides are compensated for by employing this novel coupler. Numerical simulation is performed to realize a high coupling efficiency of $70\%$ for band 2. This device concept is crucial for next-generation beam steering devices as well as high-speed computing systems.

The structure of the fishbone waveguide is shown in Fig. 1(a). The fishbone waveguide consists of a backbone region and a periodic teeth region on both sides of the backbone along the z-direction. The structure of the fishbone waveguide is specified by teeth width (TW), teeth length (TL), backbone width (BW), and teeth period (a). Figure 1(b) depicts the band diagram of the fishbone waveguide, with TL = 500 nm,
\( a = 450 \text{ nm}, \) and \( TW = 0.45a \). The top and cross-sectional views of the mode profiles of bands 0, 1, and 2 are given in Figs. 1(c)–1(e), respectively. According to the fabrication procedure of the silicon fishbone waveguide, the width of the backbone is usually around 450–500 nm. This will minimize the propagation loss due to the tough surface of the backbone sidewall. By exhaustively scanning the structure parameters, not only will the dispersion of the group index be increased but also the desired higher band edge can be controlled and optimized. By considering the actual silicon-on-insulator (SOI) material and propagation loss, the \( BW \) and height of the fishbone are fixed at 450 and 220 nm, respectively. According to the scaling law of photonic crystals, the band edges of the two bands are both normalized to be around 1532 nm.

The major electric field component \((E_x)\) in one period unit is calculated for bands 0, 1, and 2 by a 3D plane wave expansion method. It is indicated that both the mode profiles of bands 0 and 1 behave like a fundamental mode and are similar to the strip waveguide. Namely, the electric field mode matching between the strip and fishbone waveguides for bands 0 and 1 is good. In this case, mode mismatch is negligible and the anti-Fresnel reflection method would work well to reduce the Fresnel reflection loss. In the case of band 2, the electric field mode profile shown in Fig. 1(e) spreads across the teeth and backbone regions, with three lobes and \( \pi \) radian phase offset between neighboring lobes. The two side lobes mainly concentrate in the teeth region and are symmetrical with each other relative to the \( z \)-axis. The band 2 mode profile behaves like a higher-order transverse mode, so that the mode mismatch between the fundamental strip waveguide and the band 2 fishbone waveguide would become significant. The significant mode mismatch will attenuate the coupling to the slow-light region.\(^{22}\)

As shown in Fig. 2, a novel coupler to realize a high coupling efficiency to a fishbone waveguide is proposed. Here, the mode converter converts the fundamental mode of the strip waveguide to the higher-order mode of the fishbone waveguide, leading to a reduction in mode mismatch. Besides, a step taper is cascaded to further suppress the Fresnel reflection.

The strip waveguide is expanded to match with the fishbone width. A split slot is positioned in the middle of the fishbone waveguide along the \( z \)-direction. Owing to the fabrication limitation, the split slot width is 120 nm. Note that the partial energy of the incident light will be coupled into the split slot, while the rest will propagate along both sides of the split slot, leading to the generation of three lobes. The phase slot follows the split slot to tune the actual phase offset between the central lobe and the neighboring side lobes. The phase slot width is the same as the ending point of the split slot. Two side slots are introduced to support the separation of the three lobes. The ending point of the phase slot is a half teeth width in length away from the curved teeth edge of the 1D fishbone waveguide, as illustrated in Fig. 2. After passing through the mode converter, the converted mode becomes similar to the band 2 mode profile shown in Fig. 1(e). Considering the fabrication restriction, the widths of the side slots and red silicon strip are set to be 120 and 110 nm, respectively. It should be pointed out that the coupler shown in Fig. 2 is on the in-port of the fishbone, while the coupler on the out-port of the fishbone is not shown here.

The major electric field \((E_x)\) component of the incident light passing through the mode converter without a step taper is recorded by 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) numerical simulation, which is shown in Fig. 3(a) and expanded into the fishbone region. With the help of the mode converter coupling, the band 2 mode profile of the fishbone waveguide is also recorded by the 3D FDTD method and depicted in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The recorded electric field mode profiles shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) are the same as the mode profile shown in Fig. 1(e). As indicated in Fig. 3(a), the input light from the conventional strip waveguide is first divided into three lobes by the split slot. Then, the phase offset between neighboring lobes is tuned by the phase slot. It is shown at the interface region that the mode mismatch between the strip waveguide and the fishbone waveguide is significantly compensated for after the light passes through the mode converter.

Here, we compared our novel coupler performance with respect to butt and step taper coupling by exploiting numerical simulation using the FDTD method. As for the butt coupling case, the strip waveguide was connected to the fishbone waveguide directly without using any coupler. The coupling performance is shown in Fig. 4(a). Both butt and step taper coupling cases without a mode converter will provide an efficient slow-light coupling into bands 0 and 1. The band edge locations of bands 0 and 1 are consistent with that calculated from the band diagram shown in Fig. 1(b). However, no light is found to be coupled into band 2, whose band edge should be located at around 1538 nm. Only coupling to the radiation mode is found there. To further prove the inefficient slow-light coupling performance by using a step taper, the...
taper teeth length, taper teeth period, and taper teeth width are fully scanned to check the band 2 slow-light coupling performance. The optimized parameters indicate that light cannot be coupled into band 2 using a step taper. (The significant mode mismatch blocks light from coupling into band 2.)

In contrast, efficient slow-light coupling performance into band 2 is found by the mode converter method, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The average transmission efficiency exceeded 55% and the maximum coupling efficiency could be as high as 70%. Compared with the 0% coupling efficiency based on the step taper and butt coupling methods, the coupling efficiency significantly increased. The radiation mode is also found to disappear, which also partly increases the efficiency of coupling into the slow-light region. Note that the proposed mode converter cannot fully convert energy from the fundamental mode into another mode. For instance, the remaining energy coupling into bands 0 and 1 after passing through the mode converter is about 20%, which cannot be coupled into band 2. To optimize the mode converter structure, all parameters are carefully designed to compensate for the mode mismatch. The numerical results are shown in Figs. 4(b)–4(d). The phase slot width determines the central lobe width after passing through the mode converter. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the optimized phase slot width is 310 nm, which is much smaller than the backbone width. The phase slot length will mainly determine the phase offset between neighboring lobes. As plotted in Fig. 4(c), the coupling performance would be maximized when the phase slot length is 4.5a (the desired phase offset between neighboring lobes should be absolutely π radians). In the case of large-bandwidth coupling, there will be a tradeoff between the bandwidth and the monochromatical phase offset. The split slot length will determine the actual power ratio between neighboring lobes. As illustrated in Fig. 4(d), the optimized split slot length should be 4.5a.

Although the coupling efficiency could be increased from 0% to as high as 70% by compensating for the mode mismatch using the mode converter, observable Fabry–Pérot (FP) oscillation patterns are still seen in Fig. 4. For real engineering application, two couplers would be needed on the in- and outputs of the fishbone waveguide, which construct the FP cavity in numerical simulation. The oscillation patterns mainly originate from the Fresnel reflection and group velocity mismatch between the mode converter and the fishbone waveguide. With increasing fishbone length, the oscillation cycle would be reduced to be dense. In view of the anti-Fresnel reflection method, the step taper can be inserted between the mode converter and the fishbone waveguide to eliminate these oscillation patterns. As for step taper definition, teeth width or teeth length can be tapered to form the step taper, which functions to reduce the group velocity mismatch. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the band diagram would be lifted up by the taper teeth width (step taper 1) or teeth length (step taper 2). The lifted band diagram can be employed to construct the step taper, which will be inserted between the mode converter and the fishbone waveguide. The constructed step taper compensates for the group velocity mismatch and reduces the Fresnel reflection loss. The mode profile obtained by scanning the teeth length and width is shown in Fig. 5(b). We figured out that the mode match would be well maintained by tapering the teeth width, while teeth length tapering should be avoided.

In the final design of the step taper, the taper teeth width is reduced from 0.45a to 0.415a, while the taper teeth length remains unchanged [step taper 1 in Fig. 6(a)]. This maintains the mode matching condition between the mode converter and the fishbone waveguide. It is shown that the FP oscillation patterns are clearly eliminated near the band edge of band 2. The transmission of slow-light coupling into band 2 at 1543 nm can be increased from about 37 to 70%. Coupling transmission using the step taper with reduced teeth length [step taper 2 in Fig. 6(a)] is also compared here. It is clear that oscillation patterns are not improved, because the mode matching condition is destroyed by the insertion of step...
In conclusion, a novel slow-light coupler based on a mode converter is proposed for the band 2 fishtail waveguide. Mode and group velocity mismatches are well compensated for simultaneously. In the design of the mode converter, split and phase slots are employed to generate multiple lobes and tune the phase offset between neighboring lobes. After passing through the mode converter, the strip fundamental mode can be converted into the desired higher-order mode of band 2. The group velocity mismatch will also be compensated for by cascading the step taper after the mode converter, which helps to reduce the Fresnel reflection and eliminate the interference oscillation patterns of transmission spectra. The numerical simulation by the 3D FDTD method indicates that the transmission for slow-light coupling into band 2 can be enhanced from 0% to as high as 70%. This novel coupler can be extended to couple slow light into other higher bands crucial for phase array antennas.
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